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Problem Set #1: Connectedness, Centrality, and Centralization 
 

Adapted from original by Peter V. Marsden, Harvard University 
 
This problem set is designed to familiarize you with analysis of connectedness, reachability, 
centrality, and centralization using commands in the Network menu of UCINET. We will cover 
the options that will obtain the measures most typically used: degree, closeness, betweenness, 
and “power”. As with the last assignment, be sure to pay attention to the materials in bold and 
italics – that’s what you should turn in. Also, the 10th point for the assignment is dependent on 
you doing some analysis beyond what is required – so find some creative analysis to do. 
 
 
Graph-Theoretic Measures of Connectedness 
 
The routines for obtaining the main graph-theoretic measures of connectedness lie in the 
Network/Cohesion menu. 
 
 
1. Creating Adjacency Matrices 
 
Graph-theoretic measures of connectedness operate beginning with a binary adjacency matrix 
(i.e., a matrix where a 1 indicates a tie going from the row actor to the column actor). In the past 
most network datasets were in the form of such dichotomous arrays. However, most recent 
studies have tried to capture valued data (i.e., data where the connection “strength” is assessed). 
 
If you have ordered or valued data, you will have to create a binary adjacency data array before 
working with graph-theoretic measures. This involves substantive decisions which should 
receive due attention: it is not a mere technical necessity. If you are in doubt about what criterion 
to use in “binarizing” (also called “dichotomizing”) a data array, you may want to examine the 
robustness of any conclusions you draw to alternative decisions about which values to treat as 
“relations present” (1s) and which to treat as “relations absent” (0s). 
 
Let’s begin by first trying to dichotomize some data using different criteria. For this part of the 
exercise, begin by using the “View dataset” option to look at the BKHam.##h dataset. This is one 
of the datasets that is included with UCINET. You can get more information about any of the 
datasets by going to the Help/Help topics command. On the first page of the help system there is 
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a link to “Standard datasets.” Click on this link and then choose the entry for BERNARD & 
KILLWORTH HAM RADIO. 
 
Dismiss the help window. Now let’s take a look at the actual data. Use the “view dataset” 
option; copy this text into your write-up. Note that there are two adjacency arrays in this dataset. 
We will work with BKHAMC throughout the problem set. As I noted in the last problem set, it is 
usually best to make a new folder for your work. Put a copy of the original files (remember: there 
are two parts to a UCINET dataset – the “##d” and the “##h” files) in a new folder. Now make 
this folder the default folder. 
 
Next we will try using the dichotomize command. Go to the command 
Transforms/Dichotomize... By default, the following window will appear: 
 

 
 
You may choose the dataset by clicking on the three dots icon. If you have reset your default 
folder properly, you should be inside your new directory for the ham radio dataset. Choose the 
BKHAM dataset and click OK. The window will then become: 
 

 
 
Note that UCINET has selected a new default – BKHAMGTO. You may want to call it 
something more descriptive like PS1-BKHAMGT0. You may do this by editing the “Output 
dataset” line. 
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You now must choose a criterion by which to decide whether a relationship exists or not. This is 
not an easy or obvious choice. The least stringent criteria is to code any relationship with a value 
greater than zero as 1 (i.e., as existing). The box shown above is set for this criterion. However, 
the BKHAMB dataset has values as high as 48 messages per month, while the self-reported 
frequencies (BKHAMC) go as high as 9. The Dichotomize command dichotomizes both 
relations in the dataset using the same criteria. Given the differences in scale of the reported 
values, using the same criteria makes no sense – unless you are using the minimalist “greater 
than zero” standard, of course. The solution is to split up ham radio data into two datasets – one 
for the recorded data and one for the self-reported data. 
 
The easiest way to do this – making two copies of the dataset and then deleting one worksheet – 
is, as of this writing, not working properly. Another way is to (1) open the original file and select 
one of the relation tabs, (2) copy the contents of the worksheet (click once in the uppermost left 
cell, which causes UCINET to select the entire contents of the worksheet) and then use the Copy 
command, (3) choose New from the File menu – UCINET will ask you if you want “to do this” 
(i.e., create a new dataset) – say yes only if you have previously saved all changes in the original 
file, (4) paste the contents of the worksheet into the new dataset, and (5) save the new dataset 
under a new name. 
 
Now that you have the self-reported data separated from the recorded data, try dichotomizing 
the BKHAMC relation using the “greater than zero”, “greater than or equal to 2”, and 
“greater than 1.01” (1.01 happens to be the average frequency across the cells in the matrix 
that could be non-zero – in other words, across those cells not on the main diagonal). 
 
Put a copy of your output in your write-up. 
 
Hereafter I will assume that you know how to use the commands and file navigation tools in 
UCINET and will provide fewer graphics and less explanation. 
 
 
2. Path Distance Matrices 
 
The path distance separating two actors is the length of the shortest indirect path, or “geodesic,” 
linking them. To find this for all pairs of actors, use the Network/Cohesion/Distance menu. Try 
this out on the W&F children’s friendship citations data (you created a UCINET data set for 
this in the first workshop session) and the three versions of the BKHAMC ham radio self-
report data. How does the dichotomization standard seem to affect the measured path 
distances? Be sure to include your UCINET output. 
 
Note that for asymmetric networks like these the distance from one actor to a second is not 
always the same as the distance from the second to the first. To avoid this seeming anomaly, you 
may want to alter the adjacency matrix so that it is symmetric to begin with (note that this too is a 
decision with substantive implications that you should consider). Recall the tools available for 
“symmetricizing” a matrix from the first workshop session. Symmetricize the W&F children 
data and the three versions of the BKHAMC ham radio data. Compare and contrast the 
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distance findings from the symmetricized data with your findings from the data that was only 
dichotomized. Be sure to include your UCINET output. 
 
Note also that in a network of N actors, the maximum possible path distance is N-1 – if the actors 
are connected at all. It will often happen that one actor cannot reach another by a path of any 
length, however. In this case the path distance separating the two actors is “infinite.” In UCINET, 
such “infinite” distances are given as blank entries in the output. 
 
Try calculating path distances for the “Games” or “Padgett” data sets as well. Both of these 
data sets are symmetric to begin with. Note that the Padgett data set contains two matrices of 
relationships among Florentine families–marriage ties (matrix PADGM) and business ties 
(matrix PADGB). The distance matrix is calculated for the first matrix; if you want to calculate 
distances for the second one, you will need to extract that matrix and place it in a separate file. 
 
As always, if you want to save a set of calculated distances for use in another routine, it is best to 
save the file under a name other than the UCINET default. 
 
 
3. Reachability 
 
A second point in a graph is “reachable” from a first point if a path of any length exists between 
the first and the second. The binary matrix of “reachability” relations between two points can be 
calculated within the Networks/Cohesion/Reachability menu. 
 
Note that reachability is in essence a recode of the distance matrix already discussed; if the path 
distance linking two points is N-1 or less, the second point is reachable from the first. If the path 
distance is infinite, then one point cannot reach another. Since path distances are not necessarily 
symmetric, reachability is not necessarily a symmetric relation. 
 
Try this out on the non-symmetric ham radio data relation BKHAMC, comparing the “greater 
than zero and the “greater than 1.01” networks. Does reachability seem to be affected by 
which standard is selected? Then try out the reachability command on your personal data. Are 
there any members who cannot reach one another? 
 
 
4. Number of Geodesics 
 
Distance refers to the length of a geodesic path, while reachability refers to the existence of any 
geodesic path. Some analysts are occasionally interested in the number of geodesic paths linking 
two points. This can be calculated in the Networks/Cohesion/Number of Geodesics menu. Note 
that the number does not take the length of the geodesics into account. If you are tempted to use 
number of geodesics as a measure of the strength of connections between one point and another, 
remember that there can be only one geodesic path of length 1, but that is the most direct 
connection possible between two actors. A lot of long-length geodesics may represent a stronger 
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tie than a few long-length geodesics, but a few short-length geodesics may be more effective than 
a lot of long ones. 
 
Number of geodesics is not a commonly used measure in network analyses. 
 
Use the Networks/Cohesion/Number of Geodesics command to calculate the number of 
geodesics in the W&F children’s friendship citations data. Which child has the most 
geodesics? Include the output in your write-up. 
 
Centrality Measures (Networks/Centrality menu) 
 
Centrality measures are among the most commonly used network measures. Below I describe 
their basic rationale and describe how to calculate each of them using UCINET. 
 
Try these procedures on the Padgett marriage data, the W&F children’s friendship citations data, 
and your personal network. You can extract matrices from multirelational data sets as necessary. 
Some centrality measures require that data matrices be symmetric, and occasionally the program 
will force symmetry in some fashion or another. Tools introduced in Problem Set #0 can be 
useful in extracting a matrix from a multirelational data set, or in symmetrizing it. 
 
Most of these centrality routines – “power” excepted – are designed for binary data only. At least 
some of the routines (e.g. degree centrality) will produce results for valued data. You should be 
careful in interpreting them, though. Presentations in the Wasserman and Faust book assume that 
the data are a (binary) graph or “digraph.” 
 
Each of the routines yields one or more centrality scores for each individual node in the network, 
as well as a network-level measure of “centralization”; this is given as some measure of the 
variability in centrality, relative to the maximal variability. 
 
1. Degree Centrality 
 
This option basically yields the “matrix marginals” (see also Tools/Univariate Stats), the so-
called in-degrees and out-degrees. This is a basic indicator of the extent to which a point/actor is 
involved in relationships. 
 
The degree centrality routine gives you an option of treating the data as symmetric (this is the 
default) or asymmetric. Be sure to make the choice that corresponds to your data matrix. The 
program does not say what happens if you use the symmetric option on a data set that is not 
symmetric, but it appears to me that it produces results after assuming that a relation is present if 
either party to it reports it present (equivalent to the Maximum option for symmetrizing a data set 
from the first workshop session). This may be the right decision, but it should be one that you 
explicitly select, not one produced by default options embedded in a computer program. 
 
Find the degree centrality of your personal network, the W&R children’s network, and the 
Padgett marriage data. Include the output in your write-up. In each, which actor is most 
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central? For your personal data, explain (if you can) why the most central person has that 
status. 
 
 
2. Betweenness Centrality 
 
This routine provides a measure of a node’s capacity to control transactions between others. It 
measures the extent to which the node lies on geodesics that link other pairs of nodes indirectly; 
a node’s centrality increases to the extent that it lies on all geodesic paths separating other pairs 
of nodes. 
 
The Freeman article in Social Networks examines betweenness centrality for a symmetric 
network; a subsequent Social Networks paper by Roger Gould generalizes to the asymmetric 
case. The program here assumes that a data set may be asymmetric; if you want to calculate 
betweenness for a symmetricized network, you should symmetricize it yourself. 
 
Find the betweenness centrality of your personal network, the W&R children’s network, and 
the Padgett marriage data. Include the output in your write-up. In each, which actor is most 
central? 
 
 
3. Closeness Centrality 
 
This option provides a measure of freedom from the controlling actions of others. A node has 
such freedom when there are few other nodes in a position to control its indirect transactions. 
This occurs when its geodesic distances to other nodes are small. 
 
The closeness routine actually produces a “farness” measure based on the sum of the lengths of 
geodesic paths separating a given node from all other nodes. The “closeness” measure involves a 
normalization and direction-reversal of the farness measure. 
 
The closeness routine will calculate separate “in-closeness” and “out-closeness” scores if an 
input matrix is not symmetric. If instead you would like a single closeness index, you can force 
symmetry in the data using the Transform/Symmetrize menu. 
 
Because the closeness measure is based on the geodesic distance or “path distance” matrix, the 
question of what to do with disconnected (“isolate”) points having “infinite” distances to other 
points arises. Left to itself, the program will just treat their geodesics to other points–of “infinite” 
length (the blank values in the path distance matrix), as if they are of length N. In this event, the 
program will indicate that “technically” closeness centrality cannot be computed since the 
network is not fully connected. Usually the result of this will be that the main thing the closeness 
centrality measures reflect is the fact that some points are not connected at all to the others, 
which is not a very subtle finding. 
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Many of you may find it more sensible, as I do, to use the closeness measure to indicate relative 
centrality within a connected “component” of the network. This means that you should exclude 
disconnected points (in the Data/Extract menu) before running the closeness routine. To see the 
difference that this makes, try this out on the “Games” data before and after excluding I3 and 
S2, who are not involved in game-playing relationships with anyone. Include the output in 
your write-up. 
 
Find the closeness centrality of your personal network, the W&R children’s network, and the 
Padgett marriage data, making any changes to the data that are required – see the earlier 
discussion. Include the output in your write-up. In each, which actor is most central? 
 
Now compare the findings from the three centrality measures. How similar are they? What 
explains the differences in node-level measures (if any)? Conceptually, what do the three 
measures find? Why might we expect them to be somewhat different, at least in their 
identification of which actor or actors are most central? Why might they be quite similar? 
Discuss. 
 
 
4. “Power” 
 
The “power” menu implements a centrality/Bonacich Power measure developed by Philip 
Bonacich, in which a node’s centrality is a function of the centrality of nodes to which it is 
related. The function may be positive or negative – that is, a node may grow more powerful as a 
result of being connected to powerful nodes, or less powerful as a result of being connected to 
powerful nodes. The nature of the function is controlled by a parameter β. The power measure 
can be used for non-binary data, but the UCINET routine assumes a symmetric matrix. 
 
If β is set at 0, the results of the power routine are close to those of the degree routine. If β is 
positive, one gets results that are like the betweenness measure. If β is negative, the results are 
distinct – see if you can get an intuitive feel for how the results are distinct. 
 
There are no program limitations on the value of β, but Bonacich suggests that the absolute value 
of β should be no larger than 1/ γ, where γ is the largest “eigenvalue” of the matrix that is being 
studied. Rather odd results can be obtained if you use a value of β larger than this in absolute 
value. Negative values of centrality can arise when values of β smaller than -1/ γ are used, and 
they are difficult to interpret. Do not set your value of β exactly equal to 1/ γ, since quite odd 
results can be obtained with minuscule variations in β right on that threshold; set its magnitude a 
little lower than 1/ γ. 
 
There are ways to calculate γ that we won't get into here (see below). However, the upper bound 
on γ is the largest column or row sum in the matrix (or, in other words, the largest degree 
measure in the network). For instance, in a 14 actor network, if the most “connected” person has 
8 connections, then the upper bound on γ is 8 and the largest β that should be used is 1/8 or 
0.125. Of course the largest eigenvalue could be smaller than this upper bound. You should 
probably use βs even smaller than the upper bound measure just described. 
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Particularly interesting results can be obtained for a “chain” network consisting of five actors 
linked by one relation: 
 
 A <==> B <==> C <==> D <==> E 
 
Set this up as a UCINET data set using the spreadsheet and watch what happens to the 
centrality of C as β is varied from positive to 0 to negative. Try at least three values – one 
positive, one negative, and one set to zero. 
 
Optional segment: Obtaining eigenvalues 
 
Now that you’ve been told about this limitation on β, you may be interested in learning how to 
learn what the upper limit on it should be for any given data set. There are two ways of 
proceeding here. First, you can run the Networks/Centrality/Eigenvector routine; as part of this 
the “eigenvalues” are printed. You will be interested in the “value” associated with “factor” 1. 
Your value of β should be no larger in magnitude than the reciprocal of this number. 
 
You also can obtain the eigenvalues of a symmetric relation matrix using the Tools/Matrix 
Algebra menu. This will bring up a command box. Enter 
 

svd <dataset> = u d vt 
 
and then 
 

display d 
 
This undertakes a “singular value decomposition” of the data set, and places the singular values 
(eigenvalues, for a symmetric matrix) in a data set called d. The upper left entry of d is the largest 
eigenvalue, and you should make β no larger in magnitude than the reciprocal of this (its sign 
may be either positive or negative). As noted above, it’s best to make β a little smaller than this 
maximum value.] 
 
The routine implemented in the Networks/Centrality/Eigenvector menu produces results that are 
more or less proportional to the Networks/Centrality/Bonacich Power routine with a positive 
value for β. 
 
5. A shortcut 
 
This version of UCINET provides a shortcut to obtaining several measures of centrality at once 
for a given data set. This is to be found in the Networks/Centrality/Multiple Measures menu. If 
you select this option, you will obtain normalized versions of the degree, closeness, betweenness, 
and eigenvector measures. 
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6. Information Centrality [optional; we probably won’t cover this in class] 
 
The Networks/Centrality menu also includes other options. One of some interest – though it is 
not widely used – is an “information” based measure. This is based on graph-theoretic concepts, 
but unlike the Betweenness and Closeness measures it is not confined to geodesic paths. Instead 
it looks at the “information” content of the set of linkages (both direct and indirect) linking two 
actors, taking into account the length and number of paths of any given length – more paths 
means more information content, but longer paths convey less information content. Actors who 
are involved in the set of relations richest in information content are regarded as “central” by this 
measure. 
 
Like the closeness routine, the information centrality routine assumes a fully connected data 
matrix, and will alter the data if some actors do not have relationships with the others. This 
means that you should exclude isolates before running this routine. 
 
For more about the information centrality measure, see pp. 192-198 of Wasserman and Faust, or 
the Social Networks paper by Stephenson and Zelen cited there. 
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